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Anonymous Social App Anomo Partners With Vegas.com To Help Visitors
Mingle And Socialize

Anonymous social networking app Anomo announced today its partnership with Vegas.com, the
leading travel sales and reservations site dedicated to all things Vegas. The collaboration will
allow Vegas.com to promote real-time events via Anomo’s mobile platform to facilitate exciting
encounters between Anomo users seeking to connect with each other while in Las Vegas.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) August 19, 2014 -- Anonymous social networking app Anomo announced today its
partnership with Vegas.com, the leading travel sales and reservations site dedicated to all things Vegas. The
collaboration will allow Vegas.com to promote real-time events via Anomo’s mobile platform to facilitate
exciting encounters between Anomo users seeking to connect with each other while in Las Vegas.

Anomo’s privacy features, such as its anonymous avatar identities, interest-based feeds, smart-matching
capabilities and location-awareness tools allow Vegas visitors to maintain control of their identity while
discreetly meeting new people. Through Anomo’s social network, Vegas goers can share party plans, pictures
and ideas, and chat with each other without worry that their identity and activities will become public
knowledge.

When customers book an event, hotel, flight or service through Vegas.com, the site will send them a
confirmation email and a follow up-reminder, which will promote Anomo through a clickable icon where
customers can download and sign up for the app.

“Anomo wants people to have as much fun as possible in their own ultimate Las Vegas experience,” says James
Sun, Anomo’s co-founder. “This is a proactive partnership that will allow Vegas goers to socialize and meet
nearby people while maintaining control of their identity and privacy. It’s really perfect for Vegas!”

Users on the mobile app will have access to Anomo’s private social network and get exclusive offers from
Vegas.com showcasing the breadth of the site’s offerings. These perks will include specially designed offers for
hotels, nightclubs, restaurants, shows, spas and other Vegas attractions so Anomo users can take advantage of
all Vegas has to offer while making new social connections.

“Marketing options to reach tourists in Las Vegas are very traditional,” says Dustin Robertson, Vegas.com’s
Chief Marketing Officer, “ By partnering with Anomo;s innovative platform Vegas.com will be in front of Las
Vegas tourists on their phones providing real-time mobile advertising for what’s happening now.”

Anomo plans to open an office in downtown Las Vegas in September 2014 to focus on its rapidly growing
audience in the city.

About Anomo
Anomo is a leading social discovery app that combines privacy and anonymity features with an intelligent
matching algorithm to drive social interactions and relationships. Anomo’s anonymous “avatars” protect users’
identities providing an opportunity for people to chat, play games and answer icebreaker questions and connect
with each other based on compatibility, shared interests and hobbies. Users maintain their privacy through these
interactions and have the power to choose when, what and to whom they want to reveal personal information.
Anomo also utilizes location awareness tools to further facilitate quality relationships from the digital realm to
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real life. Founded in 2012, Anomo is a Seattle-based company founded by Benjamin Liu and James Sun. For
more information please visit www.Anomo.com.
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Contact Information
Veronica Mendez
PMBC Group
http://www.pmbcgroup.com
+1 310-777-7546

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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